WE’RE ON THE GROUND BEFORE DISASTER STRIKES. HERE’S WHY:
There is a stark inequality of disaster fatalities in wealthy versus low- and middle-income countries. The
graphic below compares two earthquakes that affected an equal number of people with equal intensity. In
California, proactive safety measures that had been in place for many years clearly saved lives. Many of
these measures are not yet applied in some of the most vulnerable places in the world. This became the
motivation for GeoHazards International, founded in 1991.
Fatalities in Comparable Earthquakes

25,000 - 50,000
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63 deaths

GeoHazards International’s Lalrinpuii Tlau leads efforts to make her ridgetop city safer from landslides and earthquakes in Aizawl, India.

NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT
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GeoHazards International works before disasters in places where people
are especially vulnerable. We enable communities to take proactive
measures proven to protect people and infrastructure. We work so that
when disaster strikes, unharmed children can continue going to school,
functional hospitals can take in the injured, response and relief can reach
those in need, and communities can retain access to water and power.

1989 M6.9 Loma Prieta, California

Taking steps to mitigate or prepare for known risks saves lives. Yet most funding follows tragedy – after
lives are lost and opportunities are destroyed. Thanks to your support, we’re able to focus pre-disaster.
Disaster resilience is always a smart investment, even more so for people who stand to lose everything.
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Less than 4% of global aid for natural disasters supports measures
that keep people safe in the first place. Source: Global Facility for
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2018 Revenue, $880k
Donor support, a significant portion of
our revenue, allows us to invest longterm in the communities where we work.

We are focused in specific regions to support long-term change. Working
locally, we understand the challenges. We tap into a range of international
expertise and local knowledge, bringing technical rigor and feasible
solutions.
Recently, we interviewed local stakeholders about their emerging needs.
One of them noted that our work is “on target, meaningful, useful, and of
the best possible professional quality.” I am proud that we have operated
in this way, as a trusted partner to many, for the past 28 years.
Earthquakes, landslides, and other hazard events will continue to occur.
Your support means that when the next one strikes in a community
where we work, people will be better protected, better trained, and better
prepared. -Veronica Cedillos
2019 Report
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